Kryptonite for
Data Monopolies
polypoly is a new and revolutionary economic system for
data, which enables the use of data without violating per
sonal rights, especially through its decentralised approach.
As the technical base for the new economic system, polypoly has developed
the polyPod. Users can download the polyPod like an app on all their end
devices like computers and cell phones including IoT devices; smart watches,
cars or in the future even ovens and refrigerators. Edge computing and the
principle of decentralisation that comes with it, is one of the core aspects of
the polyPod, making it highly scalable, cost-efficient and secure.
This makes the polyPod a sustainable technical base for IoT, as it ensures
user data never leaves the IoT device. These devices could be cars, smart
watches or other wearables. Not least because of this, it can also be an asset
for your company. A decentralised approach can noticeably reduce your
data storage costs and thus also costs resulting from GDPR, while enabling
access to high quality data insights.

Simple like an app - yet so much more!
The polyPod is a decentralised data storage device that can be loaded onto
an end device just like an app. The polyPod securely stores all of the
users’ personal data and provides the infrastructure for further applications
and features that users can load via the integrated feature depot.
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polyPod –
edge computing
at it‘s best

Existing Cloud
Infrastructure
Still useful, because it connects
backend systems and web infra
structure directly with the customer.

Edge Infrastructure –
polyPod
Safeguards all users’ personal data
and provides the infrastructure for
the execution of features. The polyPod
itself acts as storage and as a mediator
for the users’ data.

Edge Devices –
polyPod Features
Real-time data processing within the
device-based functions and features
provided by the polyPod. User data that
is collected or imported always remains
on the device.

The polyPod: Your link to customers
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The polyPod is based on a standard established by the inventor of the World
Wide Web, Sir Berners-Lee. All communication is in line with W3C standards
and also fully compatible with any browser and with investments you have made
in your internet infrastructure. All communication is encrypted by the sender
and only decrypted again by the receiver. Every data exchange includes a
machine-readable contract (also already standardised) that maps the respective
rights – fully automatic, legally compliant and audit-proof. The connection is
always direct, so no one can ever come between you and the customer.

The polyPod: creates real added value
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The polyPod is more than just a personal data storage device. It is a Privacy
Execution Platform. Each polyPod not only makes data tangible and manageable,
but can also be enriched by your company with brand-relevant functions. These
so-called features can be made directly available to users and just one click later,
installation in the polyPod is complete. The features are all executed within the
privacy of the end device and are therefore by definition GDPR compliant.
The possible range of functions is only limited by customer choice. If they see
the added value and handle the data sensibly as a company – the polyPod can
unhinge the Internet.

The polyPod: the platform effect works
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A completely free feature depot facilitates the marketing of your features,
which we can also develop for you if required. This feature depot works completely independent of Apple, Google and Microsoft. We also provide polypoly
features there, which ensure the data supply. The architecture of the polyPod
ensures the interoperability of all features. Each feature fits in like clockwork,
resulting in more comfort and more performance with maximum protection of
personal rights. Due to the platform effect, the influence each feature has is
combinatorially reinforced, whilst the decentralised structure prevents the for
mation of a new monopoly.
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The polyPod: makes BigData superfluous
For the classic use cases – recommendation, scoring, rating and targeting;
we make BigData completely obsolete. All the data required for this is already
available in the user’s polyPods. Data acquisition and maintenance are no longer
your problem. The depth and quality of data even goes far beyond what today’s
top dogs can offer you. You add the desired algorithm to the feature depot via
the usual feature mechanism, the customer then installs this in their polyPod, and
then in-depth analyses can be made in compliance with GDPR.
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The polyPod: Mass data analysis reinvented
We have completely reinvented applications requiring large amounts
of data from a population. Normally you have an enormous database on
which queries are made and the intimate details of many people are grouped
together in one big pile – it sounds problematic and it is.
Do you want to do an evaluation with us? Then enter your question in a list. The
polyPods gets the question (a so-called Lambda) and leaves an answer, provided
that the user agrees to answer. The vast amount of answers will then be returned
to you in a consolidated form. This is not only safer, it is also much cheaper.
Alternatively, you can maintain your own question/answer list. Mass data analysis
that respects the users? That is a USP that no one else can offer.

The polyPod: Quality above all!

polyPod

Machine Learning and related technologies are not new concepts when it
comes to polyPod. At the request of the users, these technologies are used to
manage the sheer mass of data comfortably but also transparently. Technologies
such as ONNX and Graph-Pipe are used to share models that have been obtained. We also test how multiple AIs can work together on models. Even though
we have been testing this technology for a some time, it will be a while before
we can use it – trust is not gained through speed, but through stability.
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We’re building
the European
data economy
The polyVerse is the structure
supporting polypoly: Three
companies working together
to build a decentralised
data economy – from Europe,
for Europe!

polypoly Cooperative:
Represents the interests of all citizens

polypoly Enterprise:
Creates solutions for entrepreneurs

polypoly Foundation: Understands
the needs of public servants

The core idea of every cooperative is
achieving more together. Together
we can reclaim sovereignty over our
data! We are developing the technical
basis for a decentralised data economy: The polyPod, which belongs to
all members of the Cooperative. The
polyPod is available to all citizens
enabling them to reclaim their data
sovereignty. The polyPod stores user
data on their personal end devices,
which it never leaves. Citizens can
choose how to make their data available, whether as a donation or for rent.
If money is exchanged the cooperative
receives a small percentage which is
distributed to all cooperative members.

Successful digital business models
are based on data. But Europe is
losing its data capital to foreign monopolies. European companies
are currently dependent, gradually
being deprived of access to business
models that drive the digital economy. The solution: A decentralised
data economy. polypoly Cooperative
provides the technical basis – the
polyPod. We develop tools and products for an easy transition to a decentralised data economy. Entrepreneurs
will be able to liberate themselves
from data monopolies, therefore
protecting their existing models and
building new digital ones.

Europe is losing its data capital to
foreign monopolies. As a result,
European companies are cut off from
their customers. Citizens data privacy
is unprotected, and European states
are losing taxpayers‘ money. We assist
governments to build a decentralised
data economy for Europe. The technical
infrastructure is provided by a cooperative of European citizens using the
polyPod. The GDPR is baked into its
code. The polyPod efficiently protects
European citizens and frees European
companies from dependence on data
monopolies. It then follows that taxes on
profits generated from European data
capital are returned to Europe.

Kontakt:
hello@polypoly.coop
polypoly.coop

Kontakt:
hello@polypoly.com
polypoly.com

Kontakt:
hello@polypoly.org
polypoly.org

